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My Basket (0) Total: 0.00 TL E-commerce Flora Silk Road: An illustrated guide to the Silk Road – a name that has captivated for centuries. Yet a well-kept secret, even today, is that this legendary route connecting Europe with Asia is also the most remarkable flower area on earth. Chris and Basak Gardner offer a unique picture celebration... My Cart (0) Total: 0.00 Home Categories New Bestsellers Authors
E-commerce 4 products listed. Category BookPoliticalAktual Politics (2)Regions-Earth (1)International Politics (1)Original LanguageShical Author Publisher Publisher Voting View all presentationsRussia and Turks have competed for hundreds of years in common geostrategic areas as two 'empire-based' nations. This competitive relationship was often the face of two different civilizations in geographical
and cultural areas. This form of relationship, which is not limited to military conflicts, has taken its influence on geocultural areas that extend beyond the borders of the two empires, the hinterland. It can be said that the historical Ottoman Russian or Turkish-Russian rivalry was maintained by the political structures of the two empires, albeit with different density. Ottoman strategic expansion in the north and
west would not be edging in a confrontation with a Russian power that has become an empire. This meeting would turn into a front in the north and west directions, as well as in the east and northeast directions. The Ottoman strategy could not be progressed north and west at the same time, and Russia's strategy of progress in the west and south, so as not to turn into a conflict between the two sides.
Especially after the Ottomans took control of Istanbul, the Russians did not stay in underting the third Roman mission, claiming to be the center of Orthodoxy. With the Russians claiming to be the universal center of Orthodoxy against the Ottomans, Istanbul's historic Orthodox center has shown that the rivalry between the two powers cannot be limited to the military field. These pursuits of political ideology
kept her alive in parallel with the Russians' imperial claims. Although it was in the name of various ideologies during the Soviet Union as in Tsarist Russia, the basic orientations of the Russian strategic mentality were permanent. Russia's spread, of course, was not just a strategy against the Ottomans. But the rivalry between the two powers, which dominates most of Asia and Europe and has key areas of
the world's geostrategic areas of domination, would appear on many different levels. Today, it is not possible to understand russia's strategy until this historical process is understood. This book is undoubtedly not a study of Ottoman and Russian relations. However, despite the relationship between the two great empires for hundreds of years, today's Turks do not know the Russians well enough. To solve
Russia's strategic mentality, we need to understand the historical adventure, the strategic orientation, the geopolitics of this nation, and the foundations that shape it all. Ever since the Russians took to the historical scene as an empire, east-west and have a significant part of the world's domination of the earth by expanding their ise. There is a direct and continuity relationship between geography, in which
russians have established sovereignty, and Russian identity and national ideals. The historical and cultural background that feeds imperial thinking, which forms the most important part of Russian identity and determines their strategic orientation, has always retained its vitality, albeit in various forms. It is impossible to understand/understand what role Russia will play in the world of the future without
understanding this dynamic. In addition to being one of russia's most important living geopolitics, Aleksandr Dugin is also known as a name within the country's politics as the leader of the International Eurasian Movement. But he is distinguished from every political activist by his theoretical accumulation and active role among Russia's executive elite. In this work, Dugin suggests a Russian strategic
mentality that shows consistent continuity that does not change under different political regimes with the idea of Eurasianism, for which he seeks to build theoretical foundations. It is noteworthy that the book highlights the relationship between today's Russia and its historical Russian and Russian identity. The analysis, which gives the codes of the relationship between the historical and cultural elements that
make up the Russian identity and place, is very revealing the possible orientation of Russia tomorrow ... This work, which we added from Russian to Turkish, is part of Dugin's work entitled Fundamentals of Geopolitics: Russia's Geopolitical Future. Since it was divided into re verse of major geopolitical theories, other chapters were translated, which formed the original text of the book and explained Dugin's
basic work. In this sense, the author's geopolitical analysis of various topics from Siberia to the Baltic Sea, from the Atlantic wasp to Eurasian geopolitics, distinguishes work from any professional work. The analysis and recommendations, which included such a wide range of time and different geographic areas, reflect Dugin's build-up and reveal the basis of Russia's national identity. As heirs to these two
empires, who have been in close contact with each other for most of history, these two nations must know each other. There is no doubt that this book will fill an important gap in our country when it comes to understanding Russian strategic thinking. Pages: 432Printing year: 2016Dili: TurkishPublisher: Globe Publications Aleksandr Dugin is a writer who has written works in research - reviews, other, other
categories. His ledgers are in alphabetical order; Geopolitics Set, Moscow - Ankara Axis, Russian geopolitics, the front of humanity can be counted as Eurasia. Books by Aleksandr Dudin; Source Publications met with books in globe publications. Aleksandr Dugin's latest book Geopolitical Set was presented to readers by Source Publications. HOME Book Research - History of Politics / Research of World
Politics presentationruss As two 'empire-based' nations that have been competing in common geostrategic areas for hundreds of years. This competitive relationship was often the face of two different civilizations in geographical and cultural areas. This form of relationship, which is not limited to military conflicts, has taken its influence on geocultural areas that extend beyond the borders of the two empires,
the hinterland. It can be said that the historical Ottoman Russian or Turkish-Russian rivalry was maintained by the political structures of the two empires, albeit with different density. Ottoman strategic expansion in the north and west would not be edging in a confrontation with a Russian power that has become an empire. This meeting would turn into a front in the north and west directions, as well as in the
east and northeast directions. The Ottoman strategy could not be progressed north and west at the same time, and Russia's strategy of progress in the west and south, so as not to turn into a conflict between the two sides. Especially after the Ottomans took control of Istanbul, the Russians did not stay in underting the third Roman mission, claiming to be the center of Orthodoxy. With the Russians claiming
to be the universal center of Orthodoxy against the Ottomans, Istanbul's historic Orthodox center has shown that the rivalry between the two powers cannot be limited to the military field. These pursuits of political ideology kept her alive in parallel with the Russians' imperial claims. Although it was in the name of various ideologies during the Soviet Union as in Tsarist Russia, the basic orientations of the
Russian strategic mentality were permanent. Russia's spread, of course, was not just a strategy against the Ottomans. But the rivalry between the two powers, which dominates most of Asia and Europe and has key areas of the world's geostrategic areas of domination, would appear on many different levels. Today, it is not possible to understand russia's strategy until this historical process is understood.
This book is undoubtedly not a study of Ottoman and Russian relations. However, despite the relationship between the two great empires for hundreds of years, today's Turks do not know the Russians well enough. To solve Russia's strategic mentality, we need to understand the historical adventure, the strategic orientation, the geopolitics of this nation, and the foundations that shape it all. From the
moment the Russians came to the scene of history as an empire, they spread to the east-west and south-west wass and held a significant part of the world's domination of the land. There is a direct and continuity relationship between geography, in which russians have established sovereignty, and Russian identity and national ideals. The historical and cultural background that feeds imperial thinking, which
forms the most important part of Russian identity and determines their strategic orientation, has always retained its vitality, albeit in various forms. It is impossible to understand/understand what role Russia will play in the world of the future without understanding this dynamic. Aleksandr Dugin is one of russia's most important living geopolitics In addition to being the leader of the International Eurasian
Movement, he is also known as a name within the country's politics. But he is distinguished from every political activist by his theoretical accumulation and active role among Russia's executive elite. In this work, Dugin suggests a Russian strategic mentality that shows consistent continuity that does not change under different political regimes with the idea of Eurasianism, for which he seeks to build
theoretical foundations. It is noteworthy that the book highlights the relationship between today's Russia and its historical Russian and Russian identity. The analysis, which gives the codes of the relationship between the historical and cultural elements that make up the Russian identity and place, is very revealing the possible orientation of Russia tomorrow ... This work, which we added from Russian to
Turkish, is part of Dugin's work entitled Fundamentals of Geopolitics: Russia's Geopolitical Future. Since it was divided into re verse of major geopolitical theories, other chapters were translated, which formed the original text of the book and explained Dugin's basic work. In this sense, the author's geopolitical analysis of various topics from Siberia to the Baltic Sea, from the Atlantic wasp to Eurasian
geopolitics, distinguishes work from any professional work. The analysis and recommendations, which included such a wide range of time and different geographic areas, reflect Dugin's build-up and reveal the basis of Russia's national identity. As heirs to these two empires, who have been in close contact with each other for most of history, these two nations must know each other. There is no doubt that
this book will fill an important gap in our country when it comes to understanding Russian strategic thinking. Pages: 432Printing year: 2016Dildí: TurkishPublisher: Globe Publications First edition : 2010 Language : Turkish
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